Avenue Green is engaged in establishing an education franchise with one
school completed and 2 more underway. Funded by ECUC, a leading architecture firm in
China and outstanding educational leadership and vision, Avenue Green is set to become
a visionary leader in the field of education. We carry the mission to emphasize self
exploration and self-teaching so that our kids come to grasp the fundamental nature of the
world. We believe that the DNA of leadership should be imprinted early on in life.
At the foot of She Shan Mountain, kids will grow up amongst the trees, joyfully immersed
in the beauty of nature. Our campus boasts an assortment of venues in the neighborhood,
including an amusement park, a water park, a lake, and a famous golf course on the PGA
tour. She Shan is a prime residential community 30 minutes from central Shanghai.
Situated on over 2 acres of land, designed by ELTO of Malaysia and ECUC, The Avenue
Green She shan campus strives to support the evolution of early childhood education,
ensuring a joyful and safe environment for exploration.

About Shanghai City:
During 770-221 BC, Shanghai was the fiefdom of
Huang Xie, Lord Chun Shen of Chu state, therefore,
the city was named after its Lord “Shen”. During the
Jin Dynasty (266-420 AD), due to the fishermen's
creation of fishing tool "Hu", the place where the river
flows into the sea was called "Du", so the lower
reaches of Songjiang River is called "Hu Du", and
later changed to “Hu”, which is another name of the
Shanghai City.
Here, classical and modern complement each other,
tradition and breakthrough advance shoulder to
shoulder. Stadiums, opera houses and shopping
centers spread all over the city, the forest coverage rate
of Shanghai is 17.56%, and the per capita park green
space area is 8.3 square meters.
With the efforts of all our people, the fighting against
coronas virus has reached staged success. Except for
imported cases, there is no obvious growing of domestic
infection, according to the latest government report.
We welcome people who love life and all the beautiful things, from all over the world with
our open arms, to build our common home together.

Avenue Green Kindergarten, Shanghai China
Our Chinese and English curricula are both designed to integrate the 24 solar terms. It is a
lifestyle based on the pace and pattern of the seasons. Our curriculum integrates nature
exploration, story-telling, songs and poetry, rhymes, bodily kinesthesia, hands-on activities,
cooking, art, music, drama, mathematics, science, and humanistic competency cultivation for
learning by doing well rounded development. The curriculum uses the solar term lifestyle of
mastering the rhythm of breaking, experiencing life, and linking the experiences to improve
children's development of their mind, body and spirit.


All our 3 campuses have registered school running certificates, our teachers can apply
for work permit with the title of “English teacher”.

Job title: English Teacher
Ordinary School Schedule (around 10 kids each class):
8:00am-12:00pm, outdoor and indoor classes led by foreign teachers, our Chinese teachers
can prepare the class for the next day in the classroom or do some assistant job.
12:00pm-12:30pm, lunch time.
12:30pm-2:30pm, noon break, our foreign teachers will need to prepare lessons or watch
over the kids when they are sleeping 2 or 3 times per week.
2:30pm-4:30pm, outdoor and indoor classes led by Chinese teachers, our foreign teachers
can prepare the class for the next day in the classroom or do some assistant job.
4:30pm, school is over.
Qualifications required:
1. Legalized BA or above degree
2. Speak English at an idiomatic level
3. Majored in teaching or education is preferred
4. Legalized TEFL, CELTA or TESOL; alternatively 2 years full-time teaching experience
5. Legalized Non-criminal record
6. Being passionate with education and love children
Package:
-Base salary: 22,000-32,000RMB
-Housing allowance: 3500RMB （included in the salary)
-Work Visa sponsored up to 4000RMB, free and professional application guidance
-Airfare bonus:6000RMB
-Paid leave (including China national holidays, summer vacation 2weeks, Christmas holiday,
sick leaves, bereavement leave)
-Health and Accident Insurance up to 10000RMB/ year
-Free lunch during work time
-Idyllic and highly designed workplace

Location 1. near SheShan station, line 9；
Location 2. near Xinzhuang station, line 1 or Jiuting station, line 9

